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Now mature, in my book does not mean 
the "churchly," those who have mastered 
the vocabulary and the litany of church 
life, who come alive only when the 
church doors open. Rather, I have in mind 
those who walk through all the corridors 
of the larger life—the market-place, the 
home and community, the playing fields
—and do it in such a way that, sooner or 
later, it is concluded that Jesus' 
fingerprints are all over them. 



The marks of maturity? 
Self-sustaining in spiritual 
devotions. Wise in human 
relationships. Humble and 
serving. Comfortable and 
functional in the everyday world 
where people of faith can be in 
short supply. Substantial in 
conversation; prudent in 
acquisition; respectful in 
conflict; faithful in 
commitments. 



HOW
?
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 NT Assumptions:

Community
Mission

Foundations:
Identity
Activity



Discipleship emerges out of 
prayer, study, dialogue and 
worship by a community 
learning to ask questions of 
obedience, as they are engaged 
directly in mission.
 Alan Roxburgh



For years pastors have implied, ‘Come to 
church; come to small groups; you’ll be a 
disciple’. It hasn’t worked.  That system’s 
broken.  We all know that. Discipleship is 
more than urging conversions, signing people 
up for Bible study and recruiting workers for 
church programmes.  The greatest tool for 
making disciples is getting people to engage 
the world.   Bob Roberts  



Acts 
15











Front-line?

Opportunities?

Help?





M7
Models godly character – l, j, p, p, k ,g, f, g, s-c 

Ministers grace and love

Mouthpiece for truth and justice
Makes disciples
Makes culture
Makes good work

Mouthpiece for the gospel





If we took the 10-110 
seriously….

• What would we pray for when we were 
together?

• What would the focus of our preaching 
be?

• What issues would take most time in 
leadership meetings?

• What songs would worship leaders 
choose?

• What would we talk about in small 
groups?

• What stories would we expect to share?
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